Absolute branching fractions for the 013 and D/4 decays D++I?'e+v, , D++K'p+v,, D++K*'e+v, , and D'+K*-e+v, are determined using completely reconstructed D D events at the y(3770). Reconstructed D'+K-e+v, decays are used to determine the pole mass of the f+($') form factor. Resonant K* production dominates the process D+Kxev, the K" polarization is measured. Limits on several Cabibbo suppressed channels are evaluated. A global fit imposing isospin symmetry is performed to the measured exclusive and inclusive semileptonic Do and D+ branching fractions and the lifetime ratio z,+/z,+ to obtain an improved set of branching fractions. By combining these and other results within the framework of the spectator picture, we derive new insights into the discrepancies reported for 014 decays.
publication121 we analyzed the rates of a restricted set of Cabibbo allowed and forbidden 013 decays, to establish both their absolute branching fractions and the ratio of the CKM parameters Vcd and V cs. We present herein a more complete analysis of absolute branching fractions and the dynamics of De3, DN, and De4 decays of charmed Do and D+ mesons.
By combining these and other results within the framework of the spectator picture, we derive new insights into the discrepancies reported for 014 decays.
The data reported consists of 9.56 pb-1 collected with the Mark 111151 near the peak of the Y/(3770). We search for a semileptonic decay candidate in the recoiling system of reconstructed hadronic D decays, denoted tags ( Fig. la,b These events can be suppressed by requiring the invariant mass of the visible particles to be less than 1.7 GeV/c2. Decays with no's such as D+-+K"n+nO and D+-+ K"noe+v, mimicking D+-+I?'e+v, are eliminated by rejecting events with extra photons.1111
For additional rejection of events with undetected no's and K"s, we require IUl<O.l GeV where U = Emiss -IPmissl. 1121 To distinguish between the D++K-be+v, and D++~"e+v,+z-n+e+v, assignments, we retain an event only if the value of U calculated using our particle identification assignments is smaller than that calculated by interchanging the pion and kaon assignments.I131 A candidate D'+K-n'e+v, event is retained if its U value is smaller than that obtained by ignoring the no. The U distributions are shown in Fig. 2 . Table I Carlo predictions for the all-charged channels and the D'+K-n"e+ve channel respectively. Fig. 3 . The 42 spectrum of DO+K-e+ve events. The heavy curve is for Mpole = 1.8
GeV/c2; the light curves correspond to +l cr errors. 
